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We Have A Winner!
Congratulations to April Wells of, Roy WA for winning the 
drawing for PCM’s “Find Petey’s Christmas Ornaments!”    

April’s dog “Toby” is an 8yo gentle, snuggly, frisbee-loving 
Chocolate Lab who likes hanging out with his pack: Mya 
an 8yo Lab Mix and “Kitty” the cat. Toby “shops local” at 

Stewart’s Meats in Yelm for his fave treat: Pig Ears!

Toby has been bravely battling Osteosarcoma since 
October.  He had his right front leg amputated October 

28th, and is currently getting chemotherapy from Dr. Rizzo 
at Summit Vet in Tacoma. 

Please join PCM in sending “The Tobe” Pawsitive 
Thoughts and Lots of Love as he continues his cancer 

treatments!  

Petey is putting together his 
resolutions for 2015.  He’s lost his 

scroll somewhere in this issue! 
Email its location to us at  

info@petconnectionmagazine.com  
before February 15, 2015 and be 

entered in a drawing to  

have your pet’s photo in the 
next issue of PCM!

Can you find Petey's Resolutions?On the Cover!

Meet Sarge!  He is newly adopted by Kat 
and Derek Higgins, who are valued helpers at Pet 
Connection Magazine. Sarge “takes one for the 
team” and poses in a ladybug dress to encourage 
you to shop local this Valentine’s Day!  Sarge is 
one year old, and LOVES chew toys, balls, and 
car rides.  Enjoy your new home Sarge!



BELLTOWN
2nd Leash on Life
220 Blanchard St
Seattle, WA 98121

CAPITOL HILL
The Feed Bag 
518 E Pike St
Seattle, WA 98122

REX 
1402 12th Ave
Seattle, WA 98122

DES MOINES
Soggy Doggy, Self-Wash  
and Bakery
21839 Marine View Dr S
Des Moines, WA 98198

EDMONDS
Aquarium Co-op
9661 Firdale Ave
Edmonds, WA 98020

The Dining Dog
9635 Firdale Ave N
Edmonds, WA 98020

ENUMCLAW
Cobber’s Pet Pantry
1415 Blake St
Enumclaw, WA 98022

EVERETT
Apollo’s Bird Store
2118 Broadway
Everett, WA 98201

FIFE
Paws-Abilities Wants  
and Needs Store
7338 20th St
Fife, WA 98424

FREMONT
Petapoluza
114 N 36th St
Seattle, WA 98103

GEORGETOWN
A Dog’s Dream
5913 Airport Way S
Seattle, WA 98108

ISSAQUAH
Civilized Nature
1527 Highlands Dr NE
Issaquah, WA 98029

Earth Pet
1175 NW Gilman Blvd, Ste B-8
Issaquah, WA 98027

KENT
Inca’s Secret
8433 S 212th St #105
Kent, WA 98031

Pet Country
216 Washington Ave S
Kent, WA 98032

Reber Ranch
28606 132nd Ave SE
Kent, WA 98042

Soggy Doggy, Self-Wash 
and Bakery 
24030 132nd Ave SE
Kent, WA 98042

KIRKLAND
Denny’s Pet World
(Totem Lake Mall)
12534 120th Ave NE
Kirkland, WA 98034

Nature’s Pet Market
10635 NE 68th St
Kirkland, WA 98033

Natural Pet Pantry
10600 NE 68th St, Ste D
Kirkland, WA 98033

The Whole Cat and Kaboodle
10600 NE 68th St Suite A
Kirkland, WA   98033

LYNNWOOD
Ashway Pet Supply
2902 164th St SW #D2
Lynnwood, WA 98087

MERCER ISLAND
Denise’s Parrot Place
7641 SE 27th St
Mercer Island, WA 98040

MT BAKER
Fido and Scratch
2809 Mt Rainier Dr S
Seattle, WA 98144

NORTHGATE
Great Dog Shoppe
11333 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, WA 98125

NORTH SEATTLE
Crown Hill Pet Supply
9053 Holman Rd NW
Seattle, WA 98117
PHINNEY RIDGE

I Heart Dogs
6003 Phinney Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103

PIONEER SQUARE
Pioneer Pet Square Feed  
and Supply 
87 ½ S Washington St
Seattle, WA 98104

RAINIER VALLEY
Ideal Pet Stop 
5044 Wilson Ave S
Seattle, WA 98118

RENTON
Poodie’s Pet Palace  
Grooming and Boutique
123 Mill Ave S
Renton, WA 98057

ROOSEVELT
Health Mutt
1207 NE 65th St
Seattle, WA 98115

PAWS Cat City
5200 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, WA 98105

SHORELINE
Cats Exclusive – A Store  
Just for Cats
(Inside Veterinary Building)
19203 Aurora Ave North
Shoreline, WA 98133

Nature’s Pet Market
15407 Westminster Way N, Ste 
#5A-1
Shoreline, WA 98133

SODO
Emerald City Pet Rescue  
Pet Supply Store
2962 1st Ave S
Seattle, WA

SOUTH LAKE UNION
Scraps Bakery
900 Lenora St #120
Seattle, WA 98121

VASHON ISLAND
Pandora’s Box
17321 Vashon Highway SW
Vashon, WA 98070

V. I. Horse Supply
17710 112th Ave SW
Vashon, WA 98070

WALLINGFORD
Wally’s Pets
4411 Wallingford Ave N
Seattle, WA 98103

Aquarium Zen
920 NE 64th St
Seattle, WA 98115

WOODINVILLE
The Whole Pet Shop
14229 NE Woodinville Duvall Rd
Woodinville, WA 98072

SHOP LOCAL ONLINE TOO!

COLLARS, APPAREL, AND OTHER COOL STUFF
Animal Friends Portraits  
http://animalfriendsportraits.com

Barking Farms
https://squareup.com/market/barking-farm

Bing Studio Solid Rock Memorials & Gifts
www.solidrockmemorials.com

Dmarie’s Doggy Boutique
http://dmariesboutique.com/apparel/ or call: 206-367-4045

Fidogear
www.fidogear.com

Louis de Coton 
https://www.louiedecoton.com

SageLike Studios  
Etsy https://www.etsy.com/shop/SageLike

Spot and Squirrel
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Spot-Squirrel/136098929865065

BAKED GOODNESS & TRAINING TREATS
4Legz All Natural Dog Treats
www.4legz.com

The Dining Dog
https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Dining 
Dog/204995289518604 

Doggone Good Dog Biscuits 
www.doggonegoodbiscuitsco.com

Ginger’s Pet Treats
www.gingerstreats.com

Leanlix  
http://leanlix.com

One Spoiled Dog Treat Company
www.onespoileddog.com

Pupcakes
www.pupcakesmuffins.com 

Stubs and Tails: 
www.stubsandtails.com

Wags Organics 
www.wagsorganics.com

Where to Go in Your Neighborhood to 
Support Locally Owned Businesses!
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Feline Behavior 
Housecalls

www.FelineBehaviorHousecalls.com

Cori Gross DVM

House-soiling 
Marking 
Anxiety 
Aggression 
New Pet Introductions
& Many Other Issues

Dr. Cori Gross is a feline-only veterinarian 
providing in-home cat behavior consultations 
for residents of the Northwest including Seattle, 
Kirkland, Bellevue, Mercer Island, and Redmond. 

(425) 999-4586

Does the type of litter box matter?
Dr. Cori Gross, Feline Behavior Housecalls

All USA Human Grade 
Ingredients 

“Made of Ingredients You can Pronounce!”

www.4legz.com
Find a retailer, or shop online:                  

vChehalis Mint  
v Organic Pumpkin  

v Organic Sweet Potatoes  
v Ode 2 Odie v Dognutz  

v Kitty Roca

NO corn, wheat, artificial preservatives, color or flavor!

Locally 
Made!

Happy Valentines Day!

Most feline behavior problems are caused by anxiety and the 
home environment (including the litter box set-up).  One of the 
best ways to reduce your cat’s stress level is to provide her 
with an ideal litter box environment which mimics the outdoors:  
multiple sites to choose from, ideal litter scent and texture, and 
an appropriate style of litter box.  I will address the different 
sizes and styles of litter boxes available.

QUESTION – Dr. Cori, do cats care about the size of the litter 
box?  
Most people think that all litter boxes are the same.  However, 
veterinarians know that cats really do develop preferences and 
that those preferences tend to follow a particular theme – they 
prefer boxes that allow them to express their natural toileting 
behaviors, to follow their instincts, and to re-create an outdoor 
toileting experience indoors.  One interesting study revealed 
that cats tend to choose the largest litter box in the room when 
all boxes offered were otherwise identical.  

Large boxes allow the cat to stretch out, turn around, paw at the 
air, and perform elaborate digging maneuvers.  In essence, it 
is more natural.  So what is the ideal size?  Choose the largest 
box you can find that will fit in the space you have available!  
Underbed storage bins are perfect, but be sure to pick one 
that you know you can lift easily when it is filled with litter.  My 
favorite is a clear, plastic bin with a volume of 41 quarts and 
dimensions of  29 inches long, 18 inches wide, and 6 inches 
deep.  

QUESTION – Do cats prefer covered or uncovered boxes?
Covered boxes are traditional litter pans with a hood over the 
top that hides the contents from view.  Many humans prefer 
this style of litter box because we don’t have to see the feces, 
smell the urine, or clean up the litter that can get kicked all 
around the box.  Unfortunately this is not a natural toileting 
environment for cats.  Ancestral cats did not eliminate in caves 
and they certainly did not burrow into a rabbit hole (think top-
opening litter boxes).  Behavioral problems can be created by 
asking a cat to do something that he perceives as “unnatural.”  
Don’t ask a cat to go against his instincts because that will 
elevate his anxiety.  Anxiety can lead to house-soiling.

Covered boxes also tend to smell more offensive to the sensitive 
cat nose.  They trap the odor so that the cat is forced to breathe 
a concentrated cloud of dust, fecal matter, and ammonia.  This 
is similar to our experience when using a porta-potty!  

Covered boxes are arguably smaller due to the walled-in 
effect.  This reduces the real estate available to the cat for its 
normal stretching and posturing, as mentioned above.  Also, 
covered boxes tend to be dirtier.  They might not get scooped 
as often because we can’t see the clumps.  Dirty boxes are 
more likely to create a litter box aversion, resulting in house-
soiling behavior!

So, the verdict is that cats prefer uncovered boxes right?  Not 
necessarily!  The data is actually unclear – we do not have any 
definitive study that proves cats prefer uncovered boxes.  The 
best we can do is make an educated guess!  We know that 
cats in the wild tend to prefer wide open spaces to eliminate 
because they can see who is approaching.  Their instinct is 
telling them to be on the lookout for predators (or ambushes 
if you live indoors).  Remember, do not make a cat go against 
his natural instincts. 

Uncovered boxes probably feel safer due to the 360 degree 
view, they smell fresher, they feel bigger, and they might get 
scooped more often.  It makes a lot of sense that most cats will 
prefer an uncovered box.  

Do you have a dog who likes to raid the litter box?  Instead of 
offering a covered box, consider blocking the doorway to the 
litter room with an extra-tall baby gate that has a cat door. 

QUESTION – What about high-sided boxes and automatic 
boxes?
Cats with joint pain or other mobility issues require 
accommodations such as very low sides or perhaps even a flat 
entry created by a ramp next to the box.  If using a high-sided 
box to prevent litter scatter, consider cutting a doorway into the 
side so that the cat never has to jump up and then down into 
a box.  This activity makes toileting inconvenient at best and 
painful at worst.

Many humans like automatic litter boxes because they don’t 
have to scoop them regularly.  This is a clear benefit if your 
cat refuses to use a dirty litter box.  However, they still require 
routine cleaning and clump removal.  Also, behaviorists have 
observed that cats can develop litter aversions due to the noise 
and motion associated with the scooping mechanism.  They 
also tend to be much smaller than traditional litter boxes.

The bottom-line:  Offer your cat a “litter box cafeteria” of various 
box styles and let her vote for her favorite.  Cats are individuals 
and may develop their own unique preferences, despite the 
trends we observe in litter box studies.

If your cat urinates or defecates outside of the box, consult your 
veterinarian immediately to rule out medical causes including 
urinary tract issues, arthritis, and constipation.  If the problem 
is behavioral, discuss your litter box environment with your 
veterinarian.  It is much easier to prevent behavioral problems 
than to fix them once they have arisen.  Keep your cat stress-
free and prevent future “accidents” now by providing the ideal 
litter environment today!  
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425-697-6106  
20115 44TH AVENUE WEST

LYNNWOOD, WA 98036
VCAvsc.com

VCA Veterinary 
Specialty Center 
of Seattle 

425-697-6106

VCA VETERINARY SPECIALTY CENTER OF SEATTLE SERVICES

• Cardiology

•  24-Hour Critical Care & 
Emergency 

• Dermatology 

• Internal Medicine

• Integrative Medicine

• Neurology

• Radiology

• Surgery  

It’s the middle of the night, your pet’s not acting right... and you’re worried. 
Our team at VCA VSC understands how you feel. 

Our Emergency Department is available for you 24 hours- 
a-day, 7 days-a-week, 365 days-a-year for emergencies.

VCA Veterinary Specialty 
Center of Seattle 

PASSION. COMMITMENT. CRITICAL CARE.

24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICES

Spoil your best friend today!

One Spoiled Dog Treat Company specializes 
in 100% all natural jerky treats. Our treats are 
made in the U.S. with ingredients sourced from 
the U.S. They have no additives, preservatives 
or filler and are corn, grain and soy free.

www.OneSpoiledDog.com
To find a retailer near you or to order online please visit: 

my husband started 
to see exactly how 
horse crazy I was…  
We rode for about 
40 minutes.  My 
horse was outfitted 
with a size 12 
saddle.  Let’s just 
say, I was NOT a 
size 12!  By the end 
of the ride I was in 
so much pain!  The 
adrenaline was 
pumping through my 
veins, the wind was 
whipping through my 
hair, and the smell 
of horses was heavy 
in the air-I was 
in heaven!  It wasn’t until the next morning that I realized how 
bruised my thighs were, and my muscles…ouch!  I could barely 
climb the stairs.  Oh no, this would NOT do AT ALL.  

Quietly, I began a plan in my head.  I needed to get some things 
in order if I was going to have a horse again.

Step One: Get back in shape!
Riding is a sport. It takes strength, stamina, balance, flexibility 
and above all, determination.  At this point, I was full of 
determination.  The rest, not so much! In January 2014 I began 
a Weight Watchers program, I cut out all fast food, (and SOME 
mochas) and I SLOWLY began making changes for a healthier 
me.  A couple pounds a week, and I was on my way.
Step Two: Carve out some time for horses!
I began searching out opportunities to ride.  Tagging along with 
friends, shamelessly inviting myself, putting the word out.  Going 
to horse events from Enumclaw to Rochester, writing articles.  
Making time to somehow come home smelling like horses.
Step Three: Work on the husband!
Start with dropping hints, begin flooding the air with horse talk, 
with dreams, with hopes.  Start turning the jokes into more 
serious conversations.  Start planning, start saving, start being 
realistic about the costs.  When my birthday came and I opened 
the boots and riding gloves I had asked for, I knew I was finally 
getting somewhere!  Then Christmas rolled around.  My husband 
had made me a beautiful wood saddle rack!  My bestie had given 
my two bridles!!  Dare I hope?  Was this really going to happen??
Of course the fears and doubts began to creep in.  This was a 
HUGE responsibility.  Could I really handle it?  Would I be able to 
find enough money to properly care for a horse?  Would I be able 
to find time to enjoy one?  Would I physically be able to handle 
it??  I wasn’t 17 anymore.  Was I having a midlife crisis?  Was it 
fair to expect my family to make sacrifices?  One thing was for 
sure.  I was getting closer to my dream, and I wasn’t stopping 
now.
I guess my drive was pretty apparent to all those around me, 
because the next thing I knew my boss was surprising me with a 
beautiful competition saddle.  She didn’t have a horse anymore 
and wanted to support me.  I try to do a lot in my life to support 
those around me, it felt strange going after something just for 
me! With my friends and family behind me there’s nothing I can’t 
achieve!
Summer 2014 arrived.  My bestie who was an amateur horse 
trainer back in the day (also looking to get back into horses) 
started helping me look for a horse.  It was clear that I didn’t 
have the budget for a well-trained horse.  I figured, why not get a 
project horse?  She could get experience training, and I could get 
a MUCH less expensive horse.  Was this a risky plan?  YES.  But 
I was in full horse psychosis!  It was time!!

My wish list was simple.  I wanted a gelding, he would need 
to be kind, and he would need to be trained for trails.  That 
was it!
Next issue: the REAL craziness begins!  Find out 
why “Green and Green make Black and Blue”... 

The Gypsy Chronicles
A woman’s determined return to a life with horses.
                Sarah Bous-Leslie    

I watched the trailer winding 
down the driveway and out 
onto the road.  My mind 

raced, and tears streamed 
down my face.  What had I 

done??  If I screamed to come 
back, would they hear me?  I was 

seventeen, and I had just sold my 
horse.  To buy a car.

He was my best friend.  We had been 
through everything together.  We had a bond that I can’t even put 
into words.  And now, he was gone.  I stood in front of his empty 
paddock and bawled.  I cried for days.  I cried all the way from 
California to Death Valley where my mom took us for vacation.  
Then, I cried all the way back.
I knew I was getting ready to graduate, that I wouldn’t have 

enough time 
for him.  I 
knew I needed 
transportation.  All 
I could think of 
was how he would 
come running 
when he heard 
me approach, how 
we would swim 
together at the 
swimming hole in 
the summer, how 
we would fly over 
the fields moving 
as one, how when 
I reached out he 
would lower his 
head and lean into 
me-holding me up 
when I was upset.

Right then I vowed-I would have a horse again.  It’s in my blood, 
I knew I would never be complete without a horse in my life!  
That was 1991.  Fast forward a few years, early motherhood in 
my 20’s, followed by the daily struggle of life, working, college, 
taking care of my son, and living in the city-the years continued to 
race by.  In my late 20’s I finally met the love of my life.  Looking 
for a better life for our little family, we packed up and moved to 
Olympia, WA.  
Our family grew.  Soon we had three children, and while happier 
than I’d ever been, part of me knew I was moving further and 
further from ever owning a horse again.  We bought our first 
house, we bought into Pet Connection.  Every waking moment 
was spent working or child wrangling.  Now in my late 30’s my 
best friend in California was diagnosed with terminal cancer.  In 
six months, she was gone.  The rat race that was my life came 
to a screeching halt.  The shock of losing her shook up my whole 
life. Oh my god. Just like that, her life was over.  My priorities 
started changing.  It was almost like I owed it to her to make the 
most of every moment, because she no longer could. A few short 
weeks later we lost my Aunt Sue.  She had taught me how to 
ride, and how to be independent, (and how to blow my nose on 
the trail with no tissue, TMI?).  The last time I spoke to her before 
she passed away, she told me she had just realized she would 
never ride again.  Those words seared through me like a knife.  
They echoed through my soul.  I didn’t want to give up.  I didn’t 
want to live in regret.   
I started talking to my hubby about getting a horse. It was a 
running joke at first. “Our backyard is only 500 square feet, you 
think the neighbors would mind a horse back there? Hahaha”, 
that sort of thing.  My husband was well aware that horses were 
one of the most expensive and time consuming animals to own.  
Those were two things we didn’t have, time and money!  In my 
mind though, I was turning 40 soon…it was time!!
When I thought of riding again my heart almost beat out of my 
chest!  I was so out of shape, could I even do it?  During an 
Oregon vacation, I decided to find out.  We went on one of those 
guided rides on the beach, I was so nervous and excited!!  I think 

My obsession started early...I blame my aunts!

Riding my best friend Jumper with my Aunt Sue.  She taught me 
how to ride, and I’m sure she’s cheering me on from heaven.
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To massage or not to massage?  It may not be quite what Shakespeare 
was concerned with, but as a pet owner, you might just ask yourself that 
question.  As massage becomes increasingly popular for horses, dogs, 
cats and even other animals, it is a question worth pondering.  There 
may be times when massage is just the thing, but there are also times 
when you might want to avoid even the homespun version of a rubdown 
for your pets.

Massage is a great tool when a little relaxation is in order, and it definitely 
has its benefits for our athletic pets or geriatric pets.  Massage not only 
calms the nerves, it can lower blood pressure, increase the release 
of the brains “happy feeling” chemicals like dopamine and serotonin, 
relieve tension in the muscles and other soft tissues and support your 
pet’s immune system.  

Sounds like a good thing, right?  It most certainly is, especially when 
used in combination with proper nutrition, adequate exercise and 
stimulation and proper veterinary care.  And yet, there are times when 
massage should take a back seat.  First and foremost, any emergency 
situation requires proper first aid care until the veterinarian can take 
over.  Here are a few other times you want to be aware of as well, that 
may not be as obvious.

A pet with a fever may also be dealing with an infection, one that 
compromises an entire body system such as the respiration or the 
digestion.  In these cases, the animal may feel nauseated or may be 
hyperirritable and a massage could aggravate the symptoms they are 
experiencing.  There is less risk of the massage helping to spread an 
infection, so the concern is more about the comfort of the pet.  If the pet 
desires attention in this situation, just holding them or very gently petting 
them may provide more relief than an actual massage.

An open wound, even if it is an allergy-driven “hot spot” or from 
scratching should be avoided.  You might be able to massage other 
areas of the body, but the wound itself would be painful to the touch and 
might become infected from contact.

Pets with cancer get great benefit from a regular massage routine, 
except during the time just after they have received chemotherapy or 

radiation therapies.  These treatments leave the soft tissues frail and 
easy to bruise and the animal will most likely prefer to rest undisturbed 
while the treatment runs its course.

Lastly, if you know your pet has a heart condition, massage may be 
the best or worst possible approach.  Many heart conditions including 
hypertension and arrhythmias can actually improve with regular 
massage combined with medication or other therapies.  However, 
heart conditions that are congestive in nature put extra pressure on the 
heart and the membranes that surround the heart.   One of the most 
recognized benefits of massage is that it stimulates dilation of the blood 
vessels allowing for easier movement of the blood and better distribution 
of the circulation.  However, this could negatively impact a heart that is 
already overwhelmed by fluid or is working inefficiently.  Best to avoid 
massage of all types in congestive heart conditions.

So now you know.  Most of the time, your pet will love the attention a 
massage provides and feel all the benefits described above.  The few 
times when massage would be contraindicated are rare.  Hopefully you 
will never have to be concerned about any of the situations described 
above.  If you have questions about how to massage your pets, you 
may want to schedule a session with a professional animal massage 
practitioner so they can review your animal’s health history, make 
recommendations about the types of massage and the frequency that 
will benefit them the most and teach you the basic skills that will allow 
you to use massage as a way to bond with your pet and improve their 
health and well-being.

After all, a dog by any other name smells the same!

Shakespeare’s Dog: To Massage or Not to Massage?

Lola Michelin - Northwest School of Animal Massage

Supplements 
formulated to support 
a State of Wellness, 
promote Longevity and 
greatly improve the 
Quality of Life of cancer 
patients.

Veterinary

For Information and Ordering call:  425.903.1913 
or email: BillBurlingamedvm@gmail.com  

Immune Tabs
Available in 3 Formulas:

Professional  
Serious, Debilitated, 
Advanced Disease  

Indications:  
Benign and Malignant 

Tumors, Viral, 
Systemic Fungal, and 

Immune Disorders. 

Maintenance 
Growth, Geriatric, 
General Health  

Indications:  
Bacterial, General 
Wellness, Growth 

Stages, and Immune 
Disorders

Pain Tab 
Bruising, Trauma, 

Arthritis  
Indications: 

Pain Management

What first sparked your interest in working 
with nutrition and nutritional supplements 
in animals? 
In 1990, I adopted a stray 150 lb Rottweiler-
shepherd mix, Mike. He had a long history 
of bowel & liver issues. I used many different 
types of medications and took him to numerous 
specialists to try and solve the issues that 
confounded me about his health. It wasn’t 
until I put him on some of the early grain free, 
non-allergenic foods that any of his symptoms 
cleared.  Mike taught me how to question 
owners for important symptoms of digestive 
issues that weren’t revealed by diagnostic 
testing. Back then we didn’t understand the 
importance of gut flora on health and the 
huge percentage of the immune system that 
lives in the gut.  That was the beginning of 
my awareness of the impact of nutrition on 
preventing or creating chronic disease. 

We take for granted now, but 20 years ago 
we didn’t realize the strong relationship of 
gut health and overall systemic health. Then 
in 2000, I was introduced the human Transfer 
Factor (TF) therapy. I started using the human 
TF supplement in some cancer cases and saw 
some amazing results. Then in 2003, Dr. Joe 
Ramaekers introduced the animal specific TF 
immune support products. I’ve been working 
closely with Dr. Ramaekers ever since. The 
TF therapy dovetailed perfectly with my new 
awareness of what appropriate nutrition can 
do for the State of Health of a patient. Immune 
supplementation starts in and with the gut 
immune cells and gut flora. 

What problems are you most interested in 
treating w/ the Vet Immune Tabs?
ALL acute and chronic conditions involve the 

immune system in some manner. Clinically 
evident and sub-clinical disorders involve the 
immune system. You can’t name a problem 
that immunotherapy wouldn’t be indicated 
for. In fact, natural immunotherapy should be 
employed during the pre-disease or perceived 
State of Health as a preventative approach or 
tool. What’s neat about natural immunotherapy 
is it opens treatment opportunity that western 
medicine doesn’t offer yet immunotherapy 
works well WITH western medicine and also 
works well with most other forms of natural, 
alternative or integrative modalities.

I use the Ramaekers formulas in a wide variety 
of situations. Viruses, bacterial infections, 
auto-immune disease, cancer, gut infections, 
diabetes, vaccination periods for young 
animals (improved vaccine induced antibody 
titers!!!), increased fertility, improved athletic 
performance just to name a few. I suggest that 
pet owners use these products for their pets 
from the “womb to the tomb” to help decrease 
disease incidence and improve longevity. 
Especially with the disease incidence in our 
purebred dogs, owners need to educate 
themselves on the importance of a well-
functioning immune system and gut health 
and consider utilizing the Veterinary Immune 
Tabs from the time they take over their puppy’s 
care.

How do the 3 formulas differ?
The 3 formulas all have similar ingredients, 
just different levels or amounts of active 
ingredients. 

The Blue/Pain formula is designed with higher 
amounts of boswellia, perna caniculus, MSM, 
SOD, turmeric/curcumins, glucosamines 
and lower amounts of the immune active 
ingredients.

The Green/Maintenance formula is sort 
of middle of the road with higher amounts 
of immune active ingredients and a bit 

lower amounts of the natural pain or anti-
inflammatory ingredients.

The Red/Cancer formula has higher levels of 
everything especially the TF and mushroom 
ingredients to maximize immune modulation.

I should mention that there is a fourth formula, 
Immune Chews. The Immune Chews, 
which aren’t on the website currently, are 
the simplest formula mostly developed for 
kittens and puppies. They are a soft chew 
with TF, mushrooms, probiotics and DMG 
(dimethylglycine).  These are what owners 
should start their puppies and kittens on from 
the beginning to improve vaccine titers. We 
can discuss more about this in a future article.

What are the most striking improvements 
you have seen in your own patients using 
the Veterinary Immune Tab formulas?
Improved health without drugs!  My cancer 
patients have improved appetite, are more 
active, experience less pain, maintain 
better body condition when the (Red Label) 
Veterinary Immune Tabs Professional formula 
is utilized.  And that’s what owner’s want for 
their pets fighting cancer: improved health and 
quality of life without side effects that can be 
used with or without traditional therapies and 
chemotherapy. 

Any more advice to pet owners to think 
about after reading this interview?
Realize that spending money on quality, 
species appropriate nutrition and natural 
immunotherapy like we offer in the Ramaekers 
Nutrition Veterinary Immune Tabs will pay 
off in better overall health and less illness. 
Maintaining optimal health in your pet is not 
cheap, but sickness is even more expensive!  

Look for Part 2 of our interview with Dr. 
Burlingame in the Mar/Apr Issue of PCM to 
learn more!

For more information on Ramaekers Nutrition products and case studies visit:   
http://ramaekersnutrition.com/ 

For more information or to order the Veterinary Immune Tabs for your pet, email  
Dr. Burlingame at: BillBurlingamedvm@gmail.com or call: 425-903-1913 

Interview with Bill Burlingame DVM  
(Part One) Halina Kiljanczyk



Oh so often I hear the phrases “my horse won’t do this, my 
horse is afraid of that” and asked how to fix it. My answer is 
typically “it is not a horse problem, you have a people problem” 
and the looks of confusion shoot my way. 

Recently I had a new horse come into my barn as a lease 
for one of my students. When we went to pick him up I was 
informed that he doesn’t like to load in “small trailers” or any 
trailer for that matter. This horse has to wear a head bumper 
to protect his head as he will toss his head in the trailer and 
could hurt himself (don’t have a problem with this at all- safety 
first) but also because he will rear when you ask him to load.  I 
am not ok with this behavior. So I started by asking him to walk 
up to the trailer smell it, check it out make sure all is ok. He 
showed no fear at all about the trailer, then I asked him to get 
in.  Bring on the tantrum! Rearing, pulling back, smashing me 
into the open doors, the whole nine yards. During this entire 
tantrum not once did he show any signs of fear, no sweat, no 
“crazy eyes,” nothing. At one point he just planted his feet and 
would not move any direction.  End of the story is that he did 
get in the trailer... I win. 

The problem with this horse was not a fear or lack of training, 
exactly the opposite in fact. This rather large boy had been 
trained very well:  if you through a tantrum you don’t have to 
get in the trailer. By giving in to the horses when he tosses 
a fit, you teach them how to get out of doing what you are 
asking them. Same thing when they are afraid of an object 
and you avoid it completely rather than working towards the 
solution. 

A personal horse of mine that I just acquired has shown that 
she is “afraid” of everything in the world (bags, tarps, poles, 
wheelbarrows, you get the idea). We have been working 
slowly though controlled exposure to overcome her fears. 
This again is another case like the gelding and the trailer, 
she was never made to deal with it. As soon as I set down 
the rules of “no, running me over or away from it is not an 
option” she settles right down and deals with it. She now 
walks over poles, tarps, has a flappy white bag rub all over 
her and her stall can be cleaned while she is still in it!

By working through problems rather than avoiding them you 
can overcome even the toughest of challenges. Be SAFE 
about working through situations though! Do not try to 
work through a tough situation on your own, no matter how 
experienced you are.  Make sure someone is around to be 
your back up in the event that someone gets hurt. If you don’t 
know how to work through a situation seek professional help 
(not just a video). 

Remember your horse problems are not “horse problems”, 
rather they are “people problems.”

It’s Not a Horse Problem, 
It’s a People Problem
Sarah Weideman 
Owner/Trainer  
Back to Basics Horsemanship
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WWW.SEATTLEDOGSPOT.COM

Robert Pregulman - Seattle DogSpot

WSU vets use paint with scorpion venom  
to treat dog tumors

Last week the Puget Sound Business Journal reported that 
veterinarians at Washington State University are using paint 
containing a chemical in scorpion venom to identify cancer 
cells in dogs. 

When the “tumor paint” is injected under a dog’s skin, it 
“helps doctors distinguish cancerous tumors from healthy 
parts of the body during surgery by making malignant cells 
glow,” which makes it easier for vets to see and remove 
cancerous tumors and cells during surgery.

So far, Washington State University’s Department of 
Veterinary Clinical Sciences has used the tumor paint on 28 
dogs prior to their surgeries. Vets saved the limbs of at least 
3 dogs because the paint allowed them to see the cancerous 
cells more clearly.

“We’re always hearing about some new compound that 
targets tumors,” Dr. William Dernell told the PSBJ. He’s a 
professor and chair of WSU’s veterinary clinical sciences 
program. “From what we’ve seen, this one really does.”

The tumor paint was developed in Seattle at the Fred 
Hutchinson Cancer Research Clinic.

The tumor paint is another potentially  groundbreaking 
study conducted by WSU vets. They are also doing a 10-
year, $25 million study of 3,000 dogs a study to determine 

why golden 
retrievers have 
high rates of 
cancer.

Researchers 
began clinical 
trials to test 
the tumor paint 
on humans 
during the 
WSU study. 
The doctor 
who developed 
the paint told 
the PSBJ that 
“animal tumors 
resemble those that arise in humans so it only makes sense 
for the two groups to reap the benefits that tumor paint can 
provide during cancer surgery.”

Since cancer in dogs is on the rise, the WSU study has huge 
potential to help oncology veterinarians save the lives and 
limbs of many dogs.

www.seattledogspot.com   

WSU is using “tumor paint” made with a chemical 
from scorpion venom to identify and remove 

cancerous cells and tumors in dogs.  
Photo from www.sandiegocounty.gov.



Local Businesses Commited to Providing Products,  
Services & Information For All Your Pet Needs

Contact a member below for a product or service!   To join our network visit www.meetup.com/Pet-Business-Network

All dogs have an innate set of six drives which have helped 
their species survive to become the dogs they are today.  
Even though these drives are usually no longer necessary 
for their survival, most of our pets still display one or more 
of them and if those instinctual needs aren’t met, their 
drives will drive us crazy!  

Barking Used to alert the rest of the pack of danger 
approaching but now considered a nuisance when it’s out of 
control.  Solution:  Determine the reason your dog is barking.  A dog 
next door?  People or dogs passing by?   Boredom?   Address those 
problems and the barking will stop.  Teach the command “that’s 
enough”.

Digging Used to hide food scraps.  This dog would survive 
through times of little food as he always had a hidden food 

source.  Solution:  Outside – Designate an area in your yard for a digging pit, where your dog can legally 
dig.  Inside - Pile up old cushions on the floor or in a kiddy pool.  Hide treats and toys in among them.  
Your dog will love digging and burying his toys among the cushions!

Scavenging These dogs survived well when food was scarce because they could always find 
food somewhere.  But in our homes, they’ll dig through the trash and pull food off your counters 
and table.  Solution:  Throw a handful of treats out in the back yard and let your dog hunt for them.  Play 
hide and seek in the house by hiding treats in a room and tell them “Go find”!

Chewing This is one of the strongest drives.  A wild dog must chew to maintain healthy teeth.  
If he can’t chew, he can’t eat or survive.   It’s also a major stress reliever or is often caused 
by boredom. However, chewing on our furniture, cushions and clothing is rarely appreciated!  
Solution:  Purchase an old chair and direct your dog to chew on this.   Give them plenty of work-to-eat 
toys such as Kong’s or any toys you can put treats in.  Add “legal” chewing items such as “Bully Sticks” 
and heavy-duty chewing toys.  Exercise and play more!

Dissecting Wolves gut their killed prey before they start to eat the meat.  Hence the reason 
your dog tears the stuffing out of your pillows!  Solution:  Buy toys that can be stuffed and re-stuffed 
with cut up pieces of old Levi cloth.  Keep your pillows out of reach.  

Hunting (Prey Drive) These dogs are experts at finding and killing food.  As pets, they’ll hunt 
anything that moves.  Solution:  Hide treats and stuffed work-to-eat toys around the house for your dog 
to hunt.  Use a Squishy Face flirt pole to play stalking and hunting with your dog.  Play fetch.

Lise Lausiva is the President of the Puget Sound Pet Business Network, and a Certified Pet Dog Trainer who 
offers classes at Four Paw Sports Center in Lynwood, WA.  Lise also owns and operates Paws Afoot Dog Training 
and can be reached at 425-350-5228

What’s Driving Miss Daisy?

Celebrate Life: Engraved Rock, Slate and Glass for Memorials,     
 Awards, Love, Faith, Humor Celebrations, Business and Encouragement
  Use code PCM414 for 15% Discount    www.solidrockmemorials.com

In-home Veterinary Acupuncture, Hospice Care & Euthanasia
Sara Render Hopkins, DVM, CVA

425 802-2444    dr.sara@compassion4paws.com
www.compassion4paws.com

High Fashion Glamour For The Little Dog In Your Life…
Grooming, Apparel, Accessories, Treats, Toys, Gifts & More

Join Us for Playgroups, Pawty’s & Events

www.dmariesboutique.com 206-367-4045

Marie’s

Here is a few possibilities for me.  Sarah can use the style that works best for the group ad 

Best number for her to reach me at is my cell 206-280-3633  

 

High Fashion Glamour For The Little Dog In Your Life… 
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Lynnwood, WA
(425) 835-0483

www.fourpawsports.com

Agility, rally, manners, flyball, tricks & more!
Group & private class, practice arenas & events. 
It’s all about having fun with your dog!

Need an Animal Communicator?
What is your pet thinking?! 

I help with: Health Concerns, Behavior Issues, End of Life questions, Family 
Transitions, Deceased Animals.  

Client sessions available by phone or in person.

Karen Cleveland   KarenClevelandAndTheAnimals.com   
206-715-4865

Shine your light.

Schedule your pet portrait session today.
Email lara@laragrauer.com
Call 206-724-2177
Visit www.laragrauer.com

“Lara loves animals and it shows in the moments she captures.” - Suzanne
“We are so grateful to have this amazing photograph of our beloved wolfdog.” - Leslie
“The process couldn’t have been easier... we couldn’t have been happier with the result.” - Jeff & Stacey

	  
In-Home Care • Acupuncture • Wellness 
http://vet.lunarpoodle.com • (425) 395-4815 

Cynthia Glover, DVM, MS 
New Client Special: Mention this ad for a free examination in 2014 

(travel and other fees may apply) 

	  
In-Home Care • Acupuncture • Wellness 
http://vet.lunarpoodle.com • (425) 395-4815 

Cynthia Glover, DVM, MS 
New Client Special: Mention this ad for a free examination in 2014 

(travel and other fees may apply) 

	  
In-Home Care • Acupuncture • Wellness 
http://vet.lunarpoodle.com • (425) 395-4815 

Cynthia Glover, DVM, MS 
New Client Special: Mention this ad for a free examination in 2014 

(travel and other fees may apply) 

Shoreline, WA
425.248.3625

SN@NaturallyDrivenK9.com
NaturallyDrivenK9.com

us on 
Sarah Nicol
K9 Services

sGroup Classes   sPrivate Training   sPuppy Preschool    
sDrop-in Play & Practice   sBoarding   sBoard & Train   

Naturally Driven K9

9611 Firdale Ave, Edmonds    www.NaturallyDrivenK9.com    425.248.3625

Use code NDK9ZA for $25 off Training

HASSLE-FREE PET PROTECTION

Learn more at Pawzii.com

BUY 10 WALKS 
GET 2 FREE  
New Snohomish County customers 
only. Mention code PCM14. Cannot 
be used with any other discounts. 
Limit one purchase per household.  

DOG WALKING SERVICE 
Licensed/Bonded/Insured, Pet First Aid/CPR Certified 

425-923-7791 tailoredpetservices.com 

Certified Behavioral Dog Trainer, Licensed Veterinary Technician

m Child/Dog-Safety Education    m In-Home Dog Behavioral Training  
m Prenatal Preparation (Integration of infant and dog)

pawsitivetransformation@gmail.com         (425) 202-5963 
www.pawsitivetransformation.com

http://vet.lunarpoodle.com • (425) 395-4815
http://www.facebook.com/lunarpoodlevet

Cynthia Glover, DVM, MS, CVA
New Client Special:  Mention this ad for $30 off 1st exam in 2014

Puget Sound Pet Business Network
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It’s almost 
that time of 
year again—
when love is shown 
with heart-shaped boxes filled 
with chocolate wonders.  Yes, it’s almost Valentine’s 
Day.  And while for you the greatest threat of these 
delectable treats is breaking your New Year’s 
resolutions, those little boxes can hide significant 
dangers for your furry best friend.  

We all know that chocolate is bad for dogs, but not 
all of us might realize why.  The toxic component of 
chocolate is a compound called theobromine, which 
is very similar to caffeine.  Theobromine causes 
dose-dependent stomach upset, agitation, muscle 
tremors, high heart rates, heart arrhythmias, and, in 
severe cases, even seizures and death.  Signs are 
generally seen within 6 to 12 hours after ingestion, 
and can last for up to 72 hours without treatment. 

Levels of theobromine vary based on the type of 
chocolate, with white chocolate containing trace 
amounts and baking chocolate containing the 
highest quantity.  Toxic doses can be as low as 9 mg 
of theobromine per pound of body weight with more 
severe symptoms being seen at doses of 18 mg per 
pound and higher.  Symptoms can be seen if a 50 
pound dog eats only 8 ounces of milk chocolate, 3.5 
ounces of dark chocolate, or 1.5 ounces of baking 
chocolate.  

However, it is not just the 
theobromine that can be 
problematic.  Chocolate 

also contains high levels 
of sugar and fat.  If your dog 

ingests too much of these things, gastrointestinal 
upset or even pancreatitis can result. Pancreatitis, 
which is inflammation of the pancreas, can lead to 
vomiting and gastrointestinal pain. These clinical 
signs sometimes resolve quickly, but in other cases 
can progress to severe illness and even death. 
Certain breeds, such as Miniature Schnauzers, 
are predisposed to pancreatitis. Clinical signs of 
pancreatitis may be delayed for 2 to 3 days after 
ingestion of the inciting product. 

Chocolate is not the only hazard inside that lovely 
little box.  All those individual candy wrappers and 
cardboard can be dangerous, too.  While we may not 
find these things appetizing, your dog probably won’t 
take the time to separate the paper from the candy, 
typically inhaling the contents as a whole.  If enough 
paper material or wrappers are ingested, they can 
get stuck in the stomach or intestines and cause an 
obstruction, which may require surgery to correct.  

We also cannot forget all the extras hidden inside 
the treats themselves.  Raisins and macadamia 
nuts are common in mixed-chocolate assortments, 
and both can be toxic to dogs.  Raisins, in some 
dogs, can cause severe vomiting and kidney failure.  

Macadamia nuts are 
associated with a 
temporary weakness 
or paralysis of the back 
legs.  

Lastly, you may 
think that sugar-
free versions of any 
candy would be safer, 
but these candies 
often have a sugar 
substitute called 
xylitol.  (Strangely 
enough, xylitol is 
also found in many 
toothpastes.)  While 
safe for us, xylitol can 
be especially toxic to dogs.  Higher doses can cause 
liver failure that may not be evident until a couple of 
days after ingestion, making successful treatment 
very challenging.  Even at lower doses, xylitol can 
cause a very quick and severe drop in blood sugar 
that may result in seizures, coma, and even death.

For once, you have full permission NOT to share those 
decadent treats your loved ones may bestow on you!  
Keep them safely hidden away in a cupboard, pantry, 
or even the microwave, where inquisitive and hungry 
little noses won’t be able to find them.  If your faithful 
companion still manages to sneak a quick snack, or 

you suspect that they might have, it’s best to seek 
veterinary advice and attention as soon as possible, 
even if your dog is acting normally.  Treatment is most 
effective and least expensive when started early—
before serious complications arise.

At AES, our emergency service is available 24 
hours a day, every day, including Valentine’s 
Day.  We are fully equipped with a trained and 
knowledgeable staff to provide the highest 
quality and compassionate care to your pet, even 
if they may have stolen all your chocolate!  Call 
us anytime at 425.827.8727.  

Compassionate 24-Hour Emergency & Specialty Vet Care For Your Best Friend!

OPENING NOVEMBER 16TH IN TOTEM LAKE!
     Brand new, state-of-the-art facility, open 24-hours a day, 365 days a year!

     Experienced and dedicated team of doctors and nurses, including a board-certified critical care            
     specialist, surgeon, and radiologist!

     Preferred emergency and specialty care provider of many Eastside pet parents and family vets,  
     trusted since 1980!

Animal Emergency & Specialty*
*formerly Animal Emergency Service - East

12305 120th Avenue NE, Suite K | Kirkland, WA 98034  
(between the Totem Lake Fred Meyer and Kirkland GMC Buick) 

www.aesvets.com | tel 425.827.8727 | always open!
Wilson, the AES Mascot

Animal Emergency & Specialty
12305 120th Avenue NE, Suite K s Kirkland, WA 98034  

(next to the Totem Lake Fred Meyer fuel station) 
www.aesvets.com | tel 425.827.8727 | always open!

24-Hour Emergency & Critical Care 
with a board-certified criticalist
Complex Soft-Tissue & Orthopedic 
Surgery 
with a board-certified surgeon
In & Out-Patient Radiology  
with board-certified radiologists
Full-Service Rehabilitation 
with certified canine rehabilitation & 
massage practitioners 

AES OffErS:

AES, the eastside’s premier 
24-HOUR emergency and 

specialty veterinary hospital,
locally owned and operated 

since 1980!

24-Hour Emergency & Crit ical Care
Don’t Let Fido  
Be Your Valentine!
Michelle Savigny, DVM, MS, DACVECC
Animal Emergency & Specialty - Kirkland, WA

	  
In-Home Care • Acupuncture • Wellness 
http://vet.lunarpoodle.com • (425) 395-4815 

Cynthia Glover, DVM, MS 
New Client Special: Mention this ad for a free examination in 2014 

(travel and other fees may apply) 

Will I have enough time for my dog AND my new baby? 
Will my dog threaten or try to bite my baby? Wouldn’t my 
dog be better off if I gave her up to a shelter or re-homed 
her, rather than have her be neglected when our baby 
arrives?

These are all questions dog-guardians (i.e.: “owners”) who 
are newly expectant parents ask themselves.  Becoming 
a first time parent or just adding another child to the flock 
is overwhelming. Though you love your dog dearly, you 
may be concerned that you can’t “have it all,” leaving 
yourself feeling that the only option is to place your dog 
into another home, or take her to a shelter.

Luckily, a Seattle area dog trainer is available to work 
specifically with expectant couples and parents.  Jennifer, 
a Certified Dog Trainer and Registered Veterinary 
Technician, will be writing a series of articles for PCM. 
Topics will educate readers on specific aspects of both 
dog safety education for kids, and parental preparation for 

managing a dog and a new baby: so that the whole family 
can stay together.

Jennifer Anderson created Parent Empowerment Training 
® or P.E.T. to address the issues of parents-to-be who 
are also dog guardians. “Too often even good dogs 
can lose their homes when situations arise that parents 
weren’t prepared for,” Jennifer says. Most of the time, 
these problems are completely avoidable with correct 
preparation she adds.

“You have the power to learn how to juggle motherhood/
fatherhood with your loved dog and find great balance.  
I know because I am doing it myself!” says Jennifer. As 
well as being a Certified Dog Trainer and Registered 
Veterinary Technician, Jennifer is mom to Gabriel age 21 
months, and guardian of Bali, a 10 year old good dog. “If I 
had to guess what breeds my best guess would be Boxer/
Pit Bull. With never having Bali genetically tested all that 
I do know is that she is a beautiful, well mannered, good 
dog that loves to snuggle.” 

Jennifer does not instruct the parents to carry a baby doll 
around.  “The dog “knows” that object isn’t a person.” She 
also does not recommend playing recordings of baby 
noises which simply confuse or make the dog anxious 
rather than preparing the dog for anything.  Instead 

Jennifer focuses on the relationship between you and 
your dog, your baby’s safety and providing a less stressful 
environment for your dog.

”I do home visits to assess your particular family needs. 
I help redefine expectations of your dog and baby living 
together. Practical training tips for a well-mannered 
dog, answers to “what do we do when…” are discussed 
and written handouts are given for parents to refer to 
later. Safety preparation begins from the very first time 
you bring baby through your door and into your home!  
Sessions last about 90 minutes.”

Following the “Parent Empowerment Program” is “Be a 
Star” where Jennifer educates you and your children on 
how to effectively communicate and “speak dog.”   

In “Be a Star” children learn:

• The three-step method to safely invite dogs for petting

• Where dogs like to be pet

• How to tell when dogs are happy, scared, aroused, etc.

• When and when not to touch a dog

• What-to-do-when scenarios

Jennifer’s programs can help you avoid making what she 

calls “the gut-wrenching decision” to rehome your dog or 
send her to a shelter. Even at the best shelters, there is 
always a possibility the dog will be euthanized due to lack 
of space, funds, poor temperament evaluators, influx of 
new dogs or due to the stress of living day in day out in 
a shelter that unfortunately can turn good dogs into less 
adoptable dogs.

“You can be happy, have a happy dog, happy baby, and 
everyone can be safe!”   

Call Jennifer today to keep your family together and 
happy.

http://pawsitivetransformation.com/ 

Parent Empowerment 
Training
You CAN be a new parent to 
your baby and KEEP your dog!



registration fees will be donated to a local shelter or rescue chosen by 
poll) Watch demo and learn the many training and enrichment uses for 
this fabulous software- driven training tool.  Bring your favorite training 
treats and play “Stump the Pet Tutor”  www.fourpawsports.com/#!pet-
tutor-workshop/cz6k 

15TH 
Methow Valley Doggie Dash! Registration at 9:15am, start time 
at 10a. Winthrop Town Trailhead. This hugely fun, spectator-favorite 
race involves dog-owner pairs skiing together in costume with a leash 
around a short loop at the Winthrop Town Trailhead. Prizes for best 
costume in each heat and the ultimate prize, the coveted Golden 
Poodle statue goes to the crowd pleaser of the day. Spectators Free 
Registration is day-of-event only, 9:15 to 9:45 dsaRaces start at 10 AM. 
$12 per racer http://methowvalleynordic.com/events/nordic-ski-club/
doggie-dash-2-16-14/ 

Therapy Dog Prep Seminar 11a-1p Paws-Abilities in Fife. $75 This 
two hour workshop is devoted to familiarization with skills needed to 
pass the Therapy Dogs InternationalEvaluation   http://pawsabilities.
com/collections/workshops-seminars/products/therapy-dog-prep-
workshop

21ST-22ND
Teacup Dog Agility Association (TDAA) Agility Trial,  Four Paw 
Sports in Lynnwood. Come observe Teacup Agility with obstacles 20” 
higher or less.  Free to spectators. 425-835-0483 for more info and 
times. www.fourpawsports.com 

28TH 
Homeward Pet’s 25th Anniversary Adoption Event 12-6 
Homeward Pet Adoption Center 13132 NE 177th Pl., Woodinville, WA 
98072 All dog, cat, puppy and kitten adoptions just $25 in honor of our 
25th year helping people and animals find forever matches. Join us to 
celebrate! www.homewardpet.org 

14th
“Pawsitive Futures” Pawsitive Alliance  
Fundraiser www.pawsitivealliance.org 

21st
Whiskers Wine and Dine Fundraiser for Northwest Spay and 
Neuter Clinic 5-8p www.nwspayneuter.org/spay-neuter

28th 
Homeward Pet Fur Ball and Auction Homeward Pet Fur Ball 
Auction and Dinner 5:30p Meydenbauer Center, Bellevue, WA. 
Mark your calendar for our most exciting event of the year! Count 
on a memorable soiree with a silent auction, furry friends, prizes, a 
sumptuous dinner and rousing live auction...all for the dogs and cats of 
Homeward Pet Adoption Center!  Tickets and event details at  
www.homewardpet.org/auction 

Dog-Gone Easter Egg Hunt 
& Fashion Show for Charity 
2015!!!  This year there will 
be a North Sound Hunt and a 
South Sound Hunt!! Contact 
Pet Connection for Sponsor 
and Vendor Info!  Stay Tuned 
for details!!  
www.petconnectionmagazine.com

Metropolitan Vet Tacoma Featured Artist January and February 
2015:  Carol Meckling of Seattle   
www.carolmeckling.com/fine-animal-art.html  
For hours/details:  http://metvetpets.com 

1ST 
Issaquah Alps Dog Hike 10am.  New Year’s Day, DOGS WELCOME. 
Bring leash, water, scoop supplies. Meet at 175 Rainier Blvd S, 
Issaquah Bring your WA Discover Pass and your National Forest Pass, 
if you have them. Easy, 3-5 miles, up to 900 ft. gain. Moderate pace. 
Not difficult for occasional hikers Jean Lanz: 206-322-0990 http://
issaquahalps.org/HikesEvents/Schedule 

3RD 
“New Year’s Traditions” 10-5 CFA Responsible Cat Fanciers of the 
Northwest Cat Show All Breed and Household Pet Cat Show Southwest 
Washington Fairgrounds Blue Pavilion 2555 N National Avenue 
Chehalis, WA. CFA Responsible Cat Fanciers of the Northwest Cat Show 
All Breed and Household Pet Cat Show to benefit Cat Purebred Rescue 
http://fliers.cfanorthwest.org/ResponsibleCatFanciers/ 

Reiki for Animals Northwest School of Animal Massage, Animal Reiki 
1, course ID: JAN2015 Reiki for Animals. www.nwsam.com

Bunny and Guinea Pig Spa Day 12-4:30p, Tacoma Humane 
Society. Your 25 minute appointment will include a nail trim, scent 
gland cleaning, grooming, and massage. This month’s class is: 
“What Your Rabbit is Telling You (Essential Info about Rabbits)” Class 
begins at 2p.  For more info and reserve spot: email CNorlund@aol.
com *** HOPPY HOUR IS COMING!!! ***  (stay tuned!  More details 
in early 2015). What is “Hoppy Hour?” https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=V0v80TLAN5g 

4TH 
Bunny and Guinea Pig Spa Day 12-4:30p, Dog Daze, Puyallup. Dog 
Daze offers discount on small mammal supplies on Spa Day! See listing 
Jan 3rd for spa and class details.  Class begins at 2p more info and 
reserve spot: email CNorlund@aol.com  

Essential Oils for Animals Northwest School of Animal Massage, 
Course ID: JAN2015 Aromatics for Horses and Dogs. www.nwsam.com

6TH 
Bunny and Guinea Pig Spa Day 2-7p Mud Bay, Sumner. See listing 
Jan. 3rd for spa and class details.  Class begins at 4p more info and 
reserve spot email CNorlund@aol.com 

10TH 
WASART Orientation 10a-12p, Issaquah Fire & Rescue 
Headquarters, 175 Newport Way NW, Issaquah, WA 9802 Heard about 
WASART (Washington State Animal Response Team) but not sure 
what we do?  Interested in volunteering but not sure how you can 
be involved?  Come to either orientation meetings (duplicate meeting 
January 25th) and learn about the organization and the many volunteer 
opportunities. Doors open at 9a.  info@washingtonsart.org 

Barks & Babes 4pm, Swedish Hospital First Hill. Remember when 
your dog was your only baby? If you are planning or currently 
expecting a new baby, this class is for you! Barks & Babes covers topics 
involved in the management of living with baby and dog and keeping 
all healthy and happy. Among other things, we will discuss safety (for 
both dog and baby), disease/parasites, desensitizing dog to baby 
sounds/movements, specific cues to train your dog in preparation and 
how to walk and exercise your dog with baby in tow. Humans only.  
INSTRUCTOR: Danette Johnston, CPDT and MOM! $30/couple www.
swedish.org/classes-and-resources/childbirth-parenting-classes or call: 
206-215-3338

Western WA Dog Show Cluster 7a-7p, Sleep Country ShowPlex, 
Pavilion, Centennial Building Puyallup Fairgrounds, Fran Stephens 
253-267-1919, mistihil@comcast.net  www.thefair.com/fun/details/akc-
winter-cluster-dog-show 

11TH 
Western WA Dog Show Cluster  
www.thefair.com/fun/details/akc-winter-cluster-dog-show 

Olympic Bird Fanciers General Membership Meeting 1:30p, 
Active Club Community Center Port Orchard, WA.  We meet the second 
Sunday of the month at 1:30pm. Meeting topics vary, but in general 
deal with the health, nutrition, behavior and enrichment of our birds. 
More info call Sue: 360-876-7755 www.olympicbirdfanciers.com 

12TH 
Western WA Dog Show Cluster  
www.thefair.com/fun/details/akc-winter-cluster-dog-show 

14-18TH 
Rose City Classic Dog Show Rose City Dog Classic Portland 
Exposition Center Five Days of Great Dog Shows! General public 
welcome-No public dogs please! www.expocenter.org/events/2015-
rose-cityclassic-dog-show    

17TH    
Reptile Expo Portland Metro 10-5 one day only! PDX Holiday Inn 
Huge venue! Our shows are fun for all ages. $9 adults, $4 for kids 
6-12, 5 & under free (cash or check only; ATM on site) 503-550-3969  
www.nwreptileexpos.com/portland-metro-reptile-expo 

23RD-25TH 
Snow Dog Super Mush Northwest’s Premiere Sled Dog Event!  
www.conconullysupermush.com 

25TH 
WASART (Washington State Animal Response Team) 
Orientation 10a-12p Issaquah Fire & Rescue Headquarters, 175 
Newport Way NW, Issaquah, WA 9802 See Jan 10th listing for details!  
www.washingtonsart.org/intro  Info email: info@washingtonsart.org 

1ST 
Pet First Aid Class 9a-7p Kingdom of Basil West Seattle. Hosted by 
Metro Dog Seattle and Walks N Wags First Aid. For more information 
email at PetFirstAid@MetroDogSeattle.com or  
www.MetroDogSeattle.com 

3RD 
Bunny and Guinea Pig Spa Day 2-7p, Mud Bay in Sumner. Your 
25 minute appointment will include a nail trim, scent gland cleaning, 
grooming, and massage. Class: “Importance of Toys & Stimulation” (A 
Happy Bun Is A Well-Behaved Bun!) Class begins at 4p more info and 
reserve spot: email CNorlund@aol.com 

4TH 
Pet Photos for the pet Valentine in your life! Metropolitan 
Veterinary Clinic in downtown Tacoma is featuring professional quality 
Valentine photos of your cat or dog.  Call for appointment. For details 
call 253.274.0225 or visit www.metvetpets.com 

7TH 
Bunny and Guinea Pig Spa Day 12p - 4:30pm, Tacoma Humane 
Society. For details of spa and class see Feb 3rd listing. Class begins at 
2pm more info and reserve spot: email CNorlund@aol.com 

8TH 
Bunny and Guinea Pig Spa Day 12- 4:30pm, Dog Daze, Puyallup. 
Dog Daze offers discount on small mammal supplies on Spa Day! For 
details see Feb 3rd listing. Class begins at 2p. Reserve spot CNorlund@
aol.com 

Olympic Bird Fanciers General Membership Meeting 1:30p, 
Active Club Community Center Port Orchard, WA. See posting 1/11 for 
details. More Info: call Sue: 360-876-7755 www.olympicbirdfanciers.
com 

Learn About Pet Tutor® Remote Treat Delivery System and 
help local rescue! 12-5p Four Paw Sports, Lynnwood. $25 (10% of 

FEBRUARY 2015
MARCH 2015

Keep up to date on new events!  
www.petconnectionmagazine.com

January 2015

Winter Events 
Western Washington’s MOST Comprehensive Pet Events Calendar!
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Pet Connection Magazine’s 
8th Annual Dog-Gone Easter Egg Hunt 

 
NEW this year!!  There will be a SOUTH SOUND Hunt 

and a NORTH SOUND Hunt!!

TONS of Family Fun for Charity!

Find us on Facebook  
& watch our website for details!

 

Save the Date!
Saturday, March 28, 2015

To be a sponsor or vendor email 
info@petconnectionmagazine.com
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ACCES Seattle
11536 Lake City Way NE

Seattle, WA 98125

ACCES Renton
4208 Lind Ave SW
Renton, WA 98057

Your Pet Could Help  
Save Lives!

Dog and Cat Blood Donors Wanted
For more info, email  

bloodbank@criticalcarevets.com

www.criticalcarevets.com  ✚  (206) 364-1660

I’d love to paint your pet.

custom paintings by s. jordan 

Animal Friends Portraits

www.animalfriendsportraits.com
(206) 601-6278               animalfriendsportraits@gmail.com                           

Dog Washing

Dog Washing Services Include:
• Wash with Shampoo/Conditioner
• Blow Dry/Towel Dry
• Face Wash and Ear Cleaning
• Nail Clipping
• $10 Shed-Less Treatment
• Day Care Services Available
• $15 Nail Trim

 9605 Firdale Ave. • Edmonds WA 98020 • (206) 409-0425 • dakotasdogwashing.com

“Bully” Breeds Welcome!

We specialize in “Bully” 
Breeds and other dog types 

not requiring a hair cut.

Dog Washing

Dog Washing Services Include:
• Wash with Shampoo/Conditioner
• Blow Dry/Towel Dry
• Face Wash and Ear Cleaning
• Nail Clipping
• $10 Shed-Less Treatment
• Day Care Services Available
• $15 Nail Trim

 9605 Firdale Ave. • Edmonds WA 98020 • (206) 409-0425 • dakotasdogwashing.com

“Bully” Breeds Welcome!

We specialize in “Bully” 
Breeds and other dog types 

not requiring a hair cut.
We specialize in “Bully” Breeds and other 

dog types not requiring a hair cut

Dog Washing Services Include:
• Wash with Shampoo/Conditioner
• Blow Dry/Towel Dry
• Face Wash and Ear Cleaning
• Nail Clipping
• $10 Shed-Less Treatment
• Day Care Services Available
• $15 Nail Trim

9605 Firdale Ave, Edmonds     www.dakotasdogwashing.com

(206)409-0425

Earn a certificate

Practice on Live Pets

Several Seattle-area Locations
206-284-DOGS

www.MetroDogSeattle.com

National Leaders in Pet 
First Aid for Dogs and Cats

www.walksnwags.com

SCENAR therapy (pronounced “Skenar”) is a form of 
electro-stimulation that is non-invasive, non-toxic, non-
manipulative, gentle and soothing. SCENAR stands for 
Self-Controlled Electro/Neuro Adaptive Regulator and 
was developed in the 1980’s by the Russians for their 
Space Program.  It is a safe and effective modality that 
has gained popularity in use when it was FDA-approved 
for pain relief and biofeedback in 2010.  This innovative 
device, which works alongside mainstream medicine, is 
used as an alternative therapy in pain management and 
musculoskeletal conditions that has shown proven results 
in the area of pain management.

The device works through interacting with the body’s 
nervous system and acupuncture channels.  It utilizes a 
mild electrical signal which is applied to the body where 
areas of pain or dysfunction have been noted. From 
there, dermal nerve receptors send signals through the 
central nervous system triggering the release of waves of 
neuropeptides. These are natural healing and regulatory 
substances, including some of the strongest known 
painkillers (endorphins).

SCENAR is Different
SCENAR is different from other commonly used electro-
stimulation devices in two very distinct ways. First, the 
SCENAR will vary the frequency and intensity of the 
electro-current. This is important because it prevents the 
body’s tendency to habituate (block out sensations like 
a collar, harness or halter) by constantly changing the 
stimulus. This varying of the stimulation given to a specific 
area keeps the body constantly engaged and focused 
on the area in which the device is being used in order to 
achieve a maximum therapeutic effect.

The second way in which SCENAR is different is that the 
SCENAR adjusts 
its electrical output 
in response to the 
changes in body 
conductance. The 
device continuously 
measures this 
conductance while 
it works allowing the 
practitioner to know 
where SCENAR 
stimulation is 

needed the most and further guide the practitioner to 
ensure the proper balance between not enough or 
too much stimulation. Thus, SCENAR offers a unique 
combination of constant, inter-active communication and 
intensity, helping the body to re-focus on areas that are 
out of balance, while remaining gentle, soothing and non-
invasive. 

While SCENAR therapy is powerful in its own right, most 
complimentary therapies (like chiropractic, acupuncture, 
and other energy therapies) share the same basic 
objectives. However, regardless of what therapy system 
used, SCENAR works best with a diagnosis from your 
veterinarian and is an excellent companion to western 
medicine.

SCENAR creates an interactive feedback loop, with a 
complex, constantly changing signal. Typically the effects 

are deep, cumulative and lasting. Overall health, quality 
of diet, past injuries, stress/work levels, and the nature of 
any previous treatments will all affect how quickly the body 
responds, especially with chronic conditions. 

Typically with very acute conditions and recent injuries, 
weekly treatments are normally the minimum, as leaving 
gaps of a week or two may lead to regression. Some 
conditions, such as a mild injury, may resolve in one or 
two sessions. Others may take several weeks or require 
ongoing treatment.

Dr. Hannah Mueller of Cedarbrook Veterinary Care began 
using SCENAR therapy in her practice in 2013 after having 
personally experienced the lasting benefits from her own 
treatments for hand, jaw, and Achilles injuries. “No one 
ever said equine medicine was a ‘safe’ profession,” she 
replies with a smile.

She now uses SCENAR regularly in her practice on 
companion animals and horses to treat a variety of pain-
related conditions ranging from acute to chronic injuries 
including back pain, joint pain, foot pain (abscesses, 
navicular), and neck pain, to name just a few.

On a personal note, I have also experienced the benefits 
of SCENAR first-hand, personally for myself and through 
Cedarbrook Veterinary Care for both my dog and horse. 
I can attest to the fact that each one of us enjoys our 
treatments!

If you are looking for integrative options for your animal’s 
pain management instead of blocking or manipulating the 
body you might want to give SCENAR therapy a try. As 
always, it must be emphasized that SCENAR therapy is 
no substitute for regular veterinary care; however, it is 
a great complimentary modality for your animal’s pain 
management solution.

Jennifer Warmke is a freelance writer, author, and 
web designer that has worked at various capacities in 
the animal field for several years.  She writes for many 
publications and her portfolio includes feature articles, 
marketing collateral, press releases, web content and 
websites. She is an avid trail rider with a focus on dressage 
and horsemanship and currently resides in the Pacific 
Northwest.  For more information visit her website at www.
JenniferWarmke.com.

Scenar Therapy for Animals
Jennifer Warmke
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Marilyn Hendrickson  Meow Rescue, Kirkland WA    

Have You Considered  
Adopting an Adult Cat?

The vast majority of people who decide to adopt a cat choose kittens.  
Kittens are undeniably cute and downright irresistible.  Many people 
like the idea of watching their pet grow and feel that when adopting 
kittens, they’re starting out with a ‘clean slate’.  As we know, a kitten 
becomes an adult in the blink of an eye.

What most people don’t realize, however, is that caring for kittens 
is a lot like caring for a baby.  Young kittens need almost constant 
supervision.  You have to ‘baby proof’ your home, being mindful 
of electrical, phone and computer cords, knickknacks, expensive 
breakables, household cleaners, plants, window screens and cords, 
toilet bowls…the list is a long one!

Kittens also have endless energy.  Expect your kittens to spend 
their nights scaling your drapes and running up and down the stairs 
and across countertops.  Rarely will a young kitten sleep at the 
foot of your bed…at least not for long!  Stairs can pose a unique 
obstacle, especially when kittens choose to jump in front of you as 
you descend down them.

An adult cat, on the other hand (paw), is usually much calmer and 
less likely to get into trouble.  And, because an adult cat is fully-
grown, you know what you’re getting in terms of personality and 
temperament.  After a long day at the office, you may want to just 
come home and curl up to your furry friend, something that isn’t 
usually possible with kittens.

Depending on your own age and lifestyle, you may be better off 
adopting an adult cat.  If you have a quiet lifestyle, work outside 
the home, or have children under the age of six, please consider 
adopting an adult cat or cats.  Senior citizens are often unprepared 
for a kitten’s energy level and would probably get more enjoyment 
and companionship from a calm adult or senior cat.

Young children move quickly and like to hug pets.  Kids can 
accidentally hurt a small kitten, which might bite or scratch, if it’s 

frightened or feels threatened.  The right adult cat, on the other hand, 
is more likely to tolerate children and less likely to be injured.

The best part about adopting an adult or senior cat?  You will be 
literally saving a life.  Because most people want to adopt kittens, 
a cat’s chances for adoption decreases with age.  All of these cats 
make wonderful pets when someone gives them a chance.  Most 
adult cats end up in shelters through no fault of their own.  Separated 
from their loved ones, surrounded by other cats, confined, confused 
and sometimes frightened, many are emotionally devastated by 
their misfortune.  Adopting an adult cat is a kind way of saying to a 
deserving animal, “I believe in you.”  

MEOW Cat Rescue and all shelters/rescue groups have many adult 
cats available for adoption.  Some are seniors, some are middle 
age and some are barely out of kittenhood themselves.  There are 
hundreds of reasons to adopt an adult cat and every one of them 
has a name.

Just look at this beautiful girl!  Molly Bell, came to MEOW when her 
owner became ill and unable to care for her. When we first met Molly 
Bell, she had quite a bit of fur loss due to allergies.  A dietary change 
remedied that and she now has rich, thick and luxurious fur!  

This is one snuggly girl!  She’s 
chatty and loves to be showered 
with love and attention.  Lap time 
tops her list of favorites and she 
would so love to be able to do this 
each and every day.  Molly scored as 
a “Personal Assistant” in her feline-
ality assessment.  What does this 
mean?  Personal Assistants want 
nothing more than to help you with 
whatever it is you are doing: typing, 

reading the paper, and even dusting or other chores! They will even 
keep you company while you watch TV, snuggling up in your lap or 
asking for petting. If you need a helper kitty, consider a Personal 
Assistant! You will never know how you managed without one.

Molly Bell is eight years young, spayed, microchipped, FeLV/FIV 
tested, current on vaccines and dewormings.  If you’ve been looking 
for a sweet, loving and appreciative furry companion, your search is 
over.  If you are interested in or would like more information, please 
call MEOW Cat Rescue at 425-822-6369.  

The weather outside may start to get frightful now, and our 
cars need to be in good working order to get to and fro. But 
did you know that your vehicle 
could pose a danger to pets in 
the winter months?
Outdoor cats will often seek 
warmth and shelter under the 
hoods or in the tire wells of 
cars. This is good shelter until you start your engine, when 
they can be injured or even killed. The ASPCA recommends 
banging on the hood of the car to startle any cats out before 
you start the car. Also, keep your cats indoors during winter 
months if at all possible. And remember how we always talk 
about not leaving your pets in the car in summer? Don’t do it 
in winter either! The opposite happens where the car becomes 
cold and acts like a refrigerator, chilling your pet.
An extremely important winter topic is antifreeze. This highly 
toxic substance, if ingested by your pet, will cause kidney 
damage/failure or death rather quickly without immediate 

medical attention. It takes very small amounts to cause 
damage, and symptoms can begin within 30 minutes to 12 
hours of ingestion. If you notice your pet behaving as if drunk, 
is vomiting, drooling, or excessively drinking or urinating, get to 
a vet asap! Prevent ingestion by not letting your pets drink from 
puddles outside, and keeping your cars in good repair.
Pause to wipe those paws! Many pet parents keep a towel handy 
to wipe muddy paws after winter strolls.  Not only is this practice 
helpful for preventing tracked in dirt and mud, but in winter 
months it becomes very important for other reasons.  Salt and 
chemicals are commonly used to de-ice walks and roadways.  
These substances can not only burn the skin of tender paws, 
but if licked (which happens often), they can cause stomach 

upset or illness. Make it a habit 
to wipe those paws anytime the 
pooch comes in from outdoors. 
It’s the quickest, most affordable 
preventative there is!

Stay warm out there, and protect yourselves as well as your 
furry friends!

Christina Marrara-Kinkade 
DVM is a graduate of 
Ross University School of 
Veterinary Medicine and a 
veterinarian of 8 years.  She 
lives with her husband Mark, 
toddler Jocelyn, her cats 
Pumpkin & Serenity, and Great 
Danes, Solo & Gertie.

“Bang on the hood of your car to startle 
any cats out before starting the engine.”

Tips for Winter Pet Care
By Christina Marrara-Kinkade DVM
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 It’s Adopt a Rescued Rabbit Month!
Killy Keefe, Small Animal Specialist,  

AKA Crazy Guinea Pig Lady 

Sisi is a lively 18mo old Pit 
Bull (mix). She loves people, gets 

along with other dogs but needs 
a cat-free home. She is eager 
to please, and was a joy to be 

around this Thanksgiving when 
12 people visited her foster home! 
She is an “adolescent” and needs 

an experienced owners who can 
provide her with an active, people-

filled life. Want to know more? 
Contact Katrin,  

VIPP Dog Coordinator at  
206-463-5554 

Hal is a dapper gentleman 
of around 14 who needs 
a retirement home without 
young children (they make him 
nervous!).  He is gentle and 
sweet with older kids, adults, 
other FEMALE cats, and 
gentle, cat-savvy dogs.  He 
is healthy, well-behaved, and 
just one of those cats who gets 
overlooked!  Please consider 
adopting Hal into your heart 
and home! To meet Hal, call:  
206-389-1085 

Dandelion, Dandy is 
a 14yo female who’s long-
time owner recently passed 
away.  Dandy is a gentle, 
quiet soul who needs the quiet 
environment of an adult-only 
household without other pets.  
If you fit that description and 
are looking to give and receive 
feline love, please contact 
VIPP today and arrange a 
meeting! 206-389-1085

Ella  Who says you can’t find 
a purebred dog in rescue?  Ella 

is a 6 yo beautiful GSD with 
a long pedigree, who is smart 

and playful.  Ella needs an 
adult-only home (and to be the 

only pet) of experienced dog 
owners comfortable confidently 

managing Ella’s fear around 
other dogs. She is easily 

redirected and wants to please. 
Interested? Call 206-389-1085 
for more information on Ella.

Holistic Kennel-Free Dog 
Sitting in my Home

www.daynasdogsitting.com    206-356-4013

Certified in:
• Clinical Pet Nutrition
• Animal Massage
• Pet First Aid/CPR

Dayna’s Dog 
Sitting

10% OFF!
Mention this ad for 10% off 
(new customers only)

Annette Lanker
Certified PetTech Instructor

HTA Practitioner

PET CPR, FIRST AID
AND WELLNESS CLASSES

Improving the QUALITY of Pets’ 
lives, one Pet Owner at a time.

HolyCowCritters@gmail.com

253-208-4625
www.HolyCowCritters.com

       If at any time during your day you put 
your hand on fur or pet hair, YOU should  

be trained in Pet CPR & 1st Aid!

Rescue Pets Searching for Forever Homes!

process.  By adopting a pair of buddies, you can simply enjoy their 
company without as much stress.

-Most importantly, by adopting a rescued rabbit or guinea pig (or any 
other rescued animal), you are saving a life!

Did you know?
-Guinea pigs “popcorn” when happy and excited (especially when it 
is time for a meal!)  It is a sort of jumping/bucking combination that is 
something you have to see to believe.

-Rabbits “binky” when happy and playful.  They can really kick those 
feet out!

-Rabbits and guinea pigs love (and need) fresh fruits and 
vegetables. If you eat a lot of these in your home, you will always 
have somebody that would love to share with you.

-Guinea pigs and rabbits have big and unique personalities.  Each 
one is different.

-All animals, great and small, deserve a loving, caring home where 
they can live without fear and be happy, healthy and a part of the 
family.

If you are interested in adopting, here are some local rescues 
and shelters to check out:

Rabbit Meadows http://www.rabbitmeadows.org/shelter/
Adoptedcurrent.asp  Guinea pigs and rabbits available for adoption 
(plus many other small animals), and small animal supplies and 
food.

Rabbit Haven http://rabbithaven.org  A good resource for adoptions 
and everything bunny!

Special Bunny http://www.specialbunny.org/ (note, Special Bunny 
has a waiting list for surrenders) Wonderful rabbits available for 
adoption and hay, boarding, grooming, bonding, speed dating, even 
house calls for new rabbit owners who want an expert to help them 
get all set up!

Seattle Animal Shelter http://www.seattle.gov/animal-shelter/adopt

Seattle Humane  http://www.seattlehumane.org/adopt/pets/critters

Tacoma Humane http://www.thehumanesociety.org/adopt/bunnie-
hamsters-crittters/

Did you know that February is Adopt a Rescued Rabbit Month 
and that March is Adopt a Rescued Guinea Pig Month?  Now that 
you do, here are some reasons why if you are considering a rabbit 
or guinea pig (or two or three) to be part of your family, you should 
“Adopt, not shop!”

There has been much progress made, and media attention given to, 
why you shouldn’t buy a dog or a cat from a pet store, or a breeder. 
Puppy and kitten “mills” have horrid husbandry practices with little 
care and attention given to the health, welfare, and happiness of 
the animals that they use.  When the animals are no longer useful 
to them, they are often dumped or disposed in very inhumane 
ways.  What has not gained as much attention is that stores that sell 
rabbits, and other small animals and exotics, and private breeders, 
often maintain many of the same (if not worse), poor breeding and 
husbandry practices as those of puppy and kitten mills.

By not buying at pet stores that sell animals, or from private 
breeders, it helps reduce the demand for animal breeding for profit.  

Those reasons aside, here are some other good reasons to 
adopt and not to shop:

-When adopting a rescued animal, you will often get a history of 
behavior and medical care from the previous owners.  

-Many shelters and rescues spay and neuter their rabbits and guinea 
pigs before adopting them out.  The fee is sometimes waived, or 
greatly reduced, and/or included in the adoption price.   Rabbits often 
are also micro chipped before being adopted.  Most pet stores and 
breeders do none of the above.

-Adoption packets with care info/supply lists, resources, and 
sometimes coupons for supplies, and/or veterinary care, often come 
with the adoption of your new furry friend.

-Many shelters and rescues run adoption specials during the 
respective “Adopt a Rescued ____” months.

-Guinea pigs and rabbits normally do best in pairs, and many 
shelters and rescues may have already bonded pairs available for 
adoption.  Bonding -rabbits especially-, can be a difficult and long 
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Featuring products from  
Spot & Squirrel

Check out my new NECK WARMER!!  I’m so happy about it, 
because as you can see-I have very little hair.  Even with my coat 
on, I shiver!  (Mom says I’m a Diva, but I think that means I don’t 
like to step in mud.)  This neck warmer by Spot & Squirrel makes 
a huge difference, it keeps me warm, and can even be pulled up 
to warm my cold ears!  It’s so soft and well made, I’m truly in 
love.

Tracy Thompson of Spot & Squirrel hand makes these cuties and 
lots of other things too.  You can look for her creations at Natural 
Pet Pantry in Kirkland and Civilized Nature in Issaquah, on her 

Facebook page and on Etsy.  She makes fun products for your dog and cat! 
Pullovers, snoods, bandanas, toys, nap sacks and more.  

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Spot-Squirrel/136098929865065

Full Service Doggie Spa, Lynnwood

Bath, Hairstyle, Facial Scrub,  
Paw Soak, Teethbrushing,  
& Grooming 

425-775-0484

A Day of Doggie Beauty

Ask about our Spa Packages!

The Dining Dog
Cafe & Bakery
Dorothy Moore, Owner
425-314-4612
9635 Firdale Ave, Edmonds WA

Delicious dine-in 
or take-out just for 
dogs

Parties

Catering

Birthday Cakes

Four Course Meals

By Appointment Only
Dorothy Moore

Specialized Care when it matters most.

                                                                                     

14810 15th Avenue NE, Shoreline, WA 98155
P:206-204-3366 | F:206-204-3858

Emergency & Critical Care  |  Internal Medicine  |  Oncology  |  Surgery

At the Animal Medical Center of Seattle, our specialists are 
each Board Certified in a different specialty and they work 
collaboratively to provide comprehensive solutions for even 
the most complex medical and surgical problems.

www.AnimalMedicalSpecialists.com

Emergency & Critical Care
24 Hours -7 Days a Week

206-204-3366

The holiday season passed and many of us filled our pet’s 
stockings with wonderful treats and toys. However, from an 
oral health stand point we need to be careful that we did not 
accidently introduce a chew toy that may cause tooth fractures 
resulting in dental pain and infection. 

The tooth is a living structure with the pulp tissue inside. The pulp 
contains the nerves and vessels that extend out to the margins 
of the tooth.  If the enamel and dentin is fractured off the tooth, 
the inside of the tooth can be exposed. This results in pain and 
infection in the tooth. If the pulp inside of the tooth is exposed, 
not only will pain result, but the tooth will require treatment. The 
only two treatment options are endodontic treatment (e.g., root 
canal treatment, vital pulpotomy) or surgical extraction. 

Many chew toys that are intended for pets are also potential 
dental and gastrointestinal hazards. There is always risk in life 
and with that in mind, the perfect toy for one pet may not be 
so perfect for the next.  Some toys may not interest your pet. 
Some toys may hurt your pet if swallowed. Some chew toys may 
fracture the teeth of one pet but not another.  

If a chew toy is so hard that injury would result if you were hit with 
it, it will also have a tendency to break your pets teeth. Our dogs 
are carnivores and their muscles of mastication (muscles to close 
and open the mouth) are very strong. Additionally, the occlusion 
(bite) of their cheek teeth is such that they are sectorial – cutting. 
Therefore when a very hard object is between their teeth and 
they bite it may cause the tooth to fracture before their muscles 
tire out. Hard chew toys such as, but not limited to, antlers, 
butcher bones, hooves, hard pressed rawhides, and hard nylon 
style bones are known to fracture pet’s teeth. The Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) has reported bones are unsafe for dogs 
(www.fda.gov/downloads/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/
UCM209196.pdf). Toys which appear to be safe because they 
don’t break our pet’s teeth, such as fuzzy tennis balls, may cause 
damage to the tooth in other ways.  A little known fact is that the 
fuzzy surface of a tennis ball actually acts like sand paper on 
teeth wearing through the tooth substance quickly and resulting 
in exposed pulps. 

Ask yourself these seemingly simple questions: 

•  How often do you see large rutting elk and deer fracture 
antlers? If you bit hard and quickly into a butcher bone or an 
antler, what could happen? You may break a tooth, right?  That 
is because these natural hard substances are not designed 

to break easily. 
Likewise, similar 
hard synthetic 
chew toys have 
little resilience 
and may also 
break teeth. 

•  What is an 
appropriate 
chew toy? 
Every pet is like 
a small child. 
Some may chew 
appropriately. 
Some may 
break a chew 
toy in half and quickly swallow it, resulting in gastrointestinal 
(stomach and intestine) foreign bodies (potential obstruction). 
Some may chew too aggressively. My point is that anytime a 
new toy is introduced, supervision is necessary to be certain 
the toy is chewed appropriately and or not swallowed by our 
four legged kiddos.  We need to keep an eye on them just like 
we would with our two legged toddlers. For dogs, toys such as 
rubber Kong® toys, pliable dental chews, and other toys with 
resilience will be less likely to fracture teeth. Kong® toys 
come in different sizes and pliability’s, so we recommend that 
you follow the manufacturer’s guidelines when choosing one 
of these pliable toys.  Some chews and dental products have 
shown a proven dental benefit. (You can find a list of these toys 
at www.vohc.org) 

•  What about eatable chew treats?  Ingestible chew treats are 
also available at most stores that carry dog treats and food. Just 
as with our own waistlines, we should keep in mind the overall 
caloric content of chew treats so that your pet does not gain 
weight. Every pet will have different chewing behaviors.  These 
chew treats come in various sizes and your pet must be given 
the correct size. 

Always observe your pet the first time. If your pet takes a few 
bites and tries to swallow the chew, remove it immediately. 

Sometimes teeth are visibly fractured but most of the time our 
pets will try to hide it from us. If your pet has a painful mouth, 
they may have a fractured tooth.  Consider scheduling an 
appointment with your veterinarian and/or specialist in veterinary 
dentistry (Diplomate of the American Veterinary Dental College - 
www.avdc.org) for evaluation and treatment. 

The aforementioned information is a guideline. Every pet’s 
chewing behavior is different. Every toy and chew has different 
characteristics. What might be good for one pet may not be good 
for another. 

Proper Presents for a Pooch’s 
Perfect Smile What Chew Toys are Dangerous?

Kevin S. Stepaniuk, DVM, FAVD, DAVDC 
Columbia River Veterinary Specialists

Fractured Right Maxillary  
4th Premolar



Good Neighbor Vet
Mobile Vaccination Clinic

Fast, Friendly, Affordable Pet Care
888-234-1350 • GoodNeighborVet.com

Jasmine … 
She’s in and out, 
enjoys occasional 
feline friends & 

neighborhood strolls.

Good Neighbor Vet’s 

Outdoor socialite 
vaccination package 

is purrfect for 
Jasmine, protecting 

her from fvrcp, 
leukemia, roundworm 

& hookworm.

Pampered Pooch 
$49

Mostly indoors — occasionally 
comes in contact with unknown 
dogs, visits pet groomer, doggy 
daycare, or boarding facility
**exam, dapp, bordetella, round & hook dewormer**

Outdoor socialite  
$59

Spends some time outdoors 
— may come in contact with 
unknown dogs — can be spotted 
at the dog park or lake from time 
to time
**exam, dapp, bordetella, lepto, round & hook 
dewormer**

Complete Puppy Package 
$175

Includes 3 rounds of exams, 
dewormings, microchip, nail trim 
and more!

Window Watcher 
$38

Strictly indoors — never comes 
into contact with other cats — 
sits in the window for hours at a 
time watching the world go by
**exam, fvrcp, round & hook dewormer**

Outdoor socialite 
$49

Spends some time outdoors 
— may come in contact with 
unknown cats — enjoys back-
yard stakeouts or neighborhood 
walkabouts
**exam, fvrcp, leukemia, round & hook dewormer**

Complete Kitten Package 
$175

Includes 3 rounds of exams, 
dewormings, microchip, nail 
trim and more!

January 
Special!

FREE Rabies Vaccine  
w/ Exam

Vaccines • Good Health Maintenance/Tests • Flea/Tick Preventatives

February 
Special!

American Heart Month 
Microchip $25 with FREE 

Lifetime Registration


